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Athens lunatic asylum patient records

This article contains a list of common references, but it has not been verified because it does not have enough similar citations. Help improve this article by applying more detailed citations. (April 2008) (Learn how and when to delete this sample message) U.S. Historic SiteAthens State HospitalU.S. National Register of
Historic Sites U.S. Historical Area Show Map of OhioShot Map United StatesLocationAthens, OhioBuilt1868ArchitectLevi T. ScofieldArchitectural styleLate 18th And 19th Century Revivals, Late VictorianNRHP reference No.80002936[1]Added to NRHPMars on March 11, 1980 A photo of a ballroom before a fire broke out
and divided into two floors to ease space restrictions. The Athens Asylum, now known as The Ridges, was a Kirkbride Plan mental hospital operating in Athens, Ohio, from 1874 to 1993. During its operations, the hospital provided services to various patients, including Civil War veterans, children and patients declared
mentally unable to do so. After decommissioning, the state of Ohio renovated the property. Today, Ridges is part of Ohio University and houses the Kennedy Museum of Art, as well as an auditorium and many offices, classrooms and storage facilities. The former hospital is perhaps best known as the site of the notorious
lobotomy procedure, as well as various supposed paranormal observations. After the original structure of the hospital closed, ohio state acquired the property and renamed the complex and surrounding plots Ridges. According to repository holdings' guide[2], the term Ridges was derived from a competition in 1984
describing the area and its purpose again. History Design and Architectural Features The architect of the original building was Levi T. Scofield of Cleveland. The hospital site was designed by Herman Haerlin from Cincinnati. Some of Haerlin's other landscape patterns are seen at Cincinnati's Spring Grove Cemetery and
oval Ohio State University campus in Columbus. [3] The design of buildings and plots was influenced by Dr. Thomas Story Kirkbride, a 19th-century physician who prepared an influential treatment of hospital design called On the Construction, Organization and General Arrangements of Hospitals for the Insane. Kirkbride
Plan refuges are most characterized by the staggered bat-winged floor plan of their wards, tall Victorian Gothic architecture and their sprawling plot. According to Kirkbride's plan, the main building had to include a central government building with a men's wing on one side and a women's wing on the other, each with its
own separate dining rooms. The main building had room for 572 patients, almost double kirkbride's recommendation. The main building itself was 250 metres long and 20 metres long Construction The land where the hospital was originally built belonged to the estates of Arthur Coates and Eliakim H. Moore. The ground
was broken on 5 November 1868. The first iteration of the refuge consisted of only 141 hectares (57 hectares) and grew over the years by more than 1,000 acres (400 hectares) of land and 78 buildings. Years of operation (1874-1993) The Athens Asylum began its operations on 9 May 1994. Within two years of its
opening, the hospital was renamed the Athens Hospital for the Mentally Ill. Later, the hospital was called the Athens Mental Hospital, Athens State Hospital, the Southeast Ohio Mental Health Center, the Athens Mental Health Center, the Athens Mental Health and Mental Health Center, the Athens Mental Health and
Development Center and then (again) the Athens Mental Health Center. A picture of the shift staff for the first day. Taken in 1873. A picture of the first night shift staff. Taken in 1873. The original hospital was operational since 1874 in 1993. Although many of the shelters in the Kirkbride Plan were not entirely self-
sufficient, they operated as a cloaked community, and for decades the hospital had livestock, farm fields and gardens, an orchard, greenhouses, a dairy, a physical facility to produce steam heat and even a transport company. Much of the work done to maintain the facility was originally done by patients. The Kirkbride
plan saw the workforce, especially skilled labour, as a form of therapy and was economically advantageous to the state. The sanctuary expanded to include specialized and ancillary buildings such as Dairy Barn (now an arts centre), Beacon School, Athens Receiving Hospital, Center Hospital and Tubercular Ward
(Cottage B). A laundry room and a boiler house were also built in the main building. Seven cottages, including Cottage B, were built to make even more patients. Although they had a smaller capacity than the DGs, they allowed for a constructive group of patients in dorm-like rooms. By the 1950s, the hospital was the
city's largest employer, with 1,800 patients on the 1,019-acre 78-building campus. At its peak, the Athens Asylum served the counties of Adams, Athens, Gallia, Highland, Hocking, Jackson, Lawrence, Meigs, Morgan, Perry, Pike, Ross, Scicioto, Vinton and Washington. Decline and closure The mental health sector in the
United States experienced a sea change in the 1950s. Studies began to show that the mentally ill did not pose an inherent danger to their communities. Citizens became increasingly aware of measures such as electro-shock therapy and lobotomy, which would be seen as cruel, unnecessary and inhumane. The
availability of psychoactive drugs in the treatment of mental illness and the increasing prevalence of psychological treatment allowed most patients to be treated without internment Body. Among other things, asylum decreased throughout the second half of the 20th century and was finally closed in 1993. However, the
state hospital continued to operate in Athens, and some patients and staff moved to the newly built facility, which at the time of the transition in 1993 was called to a southeastern psychiatric hospital. The Athens Psychiatric Hospital - visible from a mental hospital - is now called Appalachian Behavioral Health Care.
Modern history and modernity in the early 1990s by the early 1990s many of the original buildings had deteriorated as a result of similar decay and neglect of kirkbride plan mindsats. As the mental health sector moved away from large, centralised institutions, the mind to support sprawling hospital rapids decreased.
Large refuges were slowly shut down, and most of the operations moved to small outpatient centers scattered throughout the community. Since mental hospitals were typically located on a hill outside the nearest municipal center, their deterioration could happen out of sight and out of mind. Privately owned, abandoned
Kirkbrides often langued out of control and unprot%, and nature slowly took it back, like Hudson River State Hospital in New York. Because abandoned structures constitute a serious insurance liability, the property owner has an incentive to secure them, and abandoned property owned by colleges and universities can
be a particularly easy target for urban research, squatting or vandalism by student body members or citizens. In 1993, the property of the Athens Asylum was delivered to ohio University in exchange for land with the state's Ministry of Mental Health. Owned by ohio University, the property was kept in relatively good
condition and maintained for reuse. As urban research and modern ruins of the 21st and 2010s occupy a growing nick of public awareness through entertainment and media, kirkbride plan shelters have gained new public attention in the 21st and 2010s. Two historically significant Kirkbrides, Danvers State Hospital in
Massachusetts and the aforementioned Hudson River State Hospital in New York, fell into dangerous disremaniance in the 1990s and 2000s and were eventually partially demolished to make way for new development. In Athens, the ownership of a stable finance authority (Ohio State University) has ensured that much
of the original fundamentals, as original planners have imagined, were restored in the development of a mixed-use university called The Ridges. Most of the buildings have been renovated and transformed into classrooms and office buildings. The government building is now home to the Kennedy Museum of Art [1],
which displays paintings and works of art by all types of artists. Dairy Barn Southeastern Ohio Cultural Arts Center, nonprofit the renovated milk slab of the old hospital; it is privately owned and used. Dairy Barn [2] has a calendar of sculptures and exhibitions. The George V. Voinovich School of Leadership and Public
Affairs is also located in Ridges, a series of three separate buildings across the region. In 2013, Ohio University demolished an old tubercular ward, Cottage B, which sat on a hill separated from other buildings because of the high number of college students studying the dangerous structure. Cottage B was designed for
fire insulation standards at the beginning of the 20th century and included a large number of asbestos mountains inside the walls, making repair difficult. Members of the Athens, Ohio Nami Chapter, the National Association for Mental Health, have been working to renovate three cemeteries located in the Ridges area.
School organizations offer tours of the facility according to the path of Halloween every year. The protected area is also regularly used by the school's army ROTC battalion. Care and quality of care The first patient at the refuge was a 14-year-old girl with epilepsy,[5] thought to be possessed by a demon. In the early
years, epilepsy was considered a major cause of reason and a reason for admission to hospital. In the first annual report, 31 men and 19 women are caused by epilepsy. A common disease was the admission of thirty-nine men and 44 women during the first three years of hospital operations. The reason for enrollment in
hospital was menopause, alcohol addiction and tuberculosis. For female patients who have been hospitalised during these first three years of asylum, the three main causes of mental insanity are puerperal condition (51 women), life change (32 women) and menstruation disruption (29 women). Women suffering from
postpartum depression or hysteria were branded crazy and sent to recover at the facility. Women were often institutionalised for unnecessary or direct reasons for falls. The second most common reason for the insteadfatness, as recorded in the first annual report, was heartburn and evaporation. In the first three years of
operation of the hospital, according to the 1876 annual report, 81 men and one woman were found to be masturbation-indate. Forty-six men and one woman were found to be caused by inexperiences and forgeries during this same period. The documents in the asylum document are some of the now unreliable theories
about the causes of mental illness and the practice of harmful treatments such as lobotomy. The University of Ohio archives data on background training for employees, ranging from full training and qualifications to their complete lack. The most disturbing thing is hydrotherapy, electroshok, and early psychotropic drugs,
many of which have today been shamed as very inhumane way of treating the patient. Cemeteries Myths and mysteries surround a well-known site in southern Ohio, in an Athens mental hospital. The mystery is perhaps fuelled because the public cannot access the majority of information about patients treated and
inhabited in a mental hospital. With the special permission required by ohio state and the filling out of paperwork, some information can be accessed, but those interested in getting to know patients who walked through the doors of a mental hospital can satisfy their curiosity by looking to cemeteries. 1,930 people have
been buried in the three cemeteries on the ridge. Of them, 700 women and 959 men were lying under number-marked headstones. [6] There were some patients who had died and were reunited with their families and buried in cemeteries around their homes. By 1943, the state of Ohio began putting names, births and
deaths on the tuss of dead patients. (Sanctuary lovers, McCabe) It is not known why the state switched to using only numbers to use names to check who the dead were, but this practice remained standard throughout the time patients were buried in a mental institution. Although the latest stones had names, births and
deaths, the remaining older stones had only recently been replaced. [6] By the 1980s, the state no longer took care of cemeteries that made it easy for outsiders to vandalise them. Natural events also caused damage. The stone markings on which the patients were buried were desperately needed for repairs. Ne jätettiin
elementtien alle ja satoja kiviä jätettiin juuriltaan ja rikottiin. [7] Starting in 2000, the National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAMI) in Athens and Ohio began reclamation of cemeteries and accepted work that was once the responsibility of the Ohio Department of Mental Health. [7] NAMI, Athens, worked to help restore
sanctuary cemeteries to their original state. The organization participated in other groups and organizations in a major effort to restore, beautify and demystose three mental health graveyards located in the grounds of an old psychiatric hospital complex on Ridges... [7] Since the opening of almost cemeteries, the state of
Ohio has allowed families to erect private signs on the graves of their loved ones, there are very few graves marked in this way, probably because the offspring are unaware of the possibility. [6] Following the take-over, further information has been received on the patients buried in three cemeteries. Much of the
recovered information is about veterans who had spent the remaining days of their lives in a mental institution. A lot of these veterans did. are honoured and only 19 have been recognised. There are 80 veterans buried in the ridges. Of these veterans, two fought in the Mexican War, 68 fought in the Civil War, one was a
member of the Confederate army, and two other veterans served in the U.S. Colored Infantry. There are three veterans who served in the Spanish-American War and seven in World War II. Some other veterans buried here were active in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. [6] NAMI has also done other things to
honor those who have served our country, as well as other patients buried in Ridges Cemeteries. In addition to replacing the headstones and maintaining the proper condition of the plot, in 2005 the Ridges Cemeteries Committee has held Memorial Day ceremonies for many veterans buried in a mental hospital. Before
2005, veterans had never received such tributes. In fact, they or others in those cemeteries had received nothing but a very harsh funeral - no personal service whatsoever. [9] NAMI began Memorial Day ceremonies to help restore dignity to Ridges patients and help identify the sacrifice of veterans, many who had likely
suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder as well as other postwar symptoms. [9] To find these missing veterans, they were found with a special search of a larger research project to find background information on more than 1,900 patients buried in the hospital's three cemeteries. With the help of the Athens County
Veterans Service Office and ticket racks and flags of Athens county councillors, flags and flags have been placed on the graves of all veterans in three cemeteries. [8] [attribution needed] In culture, Kirkbride Plan mental hospitals are a unique nick in culture. Since more than 70 were built across the country (25 survived
in 2019), they are a uniquely accessible and idyllic representation of the consertingents of urban research. Kirkbride Plan mental hospitals have appeared in films and television, been subjects of a remarkable photographer and inspired fictional places such as Arkham Asylum in Batman and Parsons State Insane Asylum
fallout 4. See also Walter Freeman Notes ^ National Register Information System. National Register of Historic Sites. National Park Service. January 23, 2007. ^ McCabe, Doug (1993). Athens Asylum a.k.a. Ridges: Guide to archival property. Alden Library - Ohio University - Athens, OH: Mahn Center for Archives &amp;
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